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Introduction 
 

Even if your style is realistic, it can be fun to give your animal drawings a little animation 

and character through the use of props. This can add interest and appeal to your drawing, 

and also gives you the opportunity to be more creative, for example if you are using your 

artwork on cards. 

 

This is a technique I have used quite a bit in my artwork. You can see in this sample 

illustration that by adding a pencil to the squirrel, I was then able to use him on a range of 

cards and simply changed the text to suit the occasion. 
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For the purpose of this tutorial, I used a reference photo taken at Taronga Zoo last year of 

some Meerkats. Their cheeky attitude and devilish expression make them perfect for an 

animated illustration. I wanted to capture some of their character, with a touch of humour 

and so created a sign, which fitted neatly between this little fellow’s paws.  

 

Drafting film is an excellent support for coloured pencils. You will find drafting film 

available at most large art supplies stores and also online. I often use Sihl’s Rapidraw 

which is available at the larger Eckersley stores (within Australia) or you can get Grafix 

Drafting film from Draftex. In the US, Grafix offers either a student grade drafting film in 

pad form under the name of Dura-lar, or their artist grade film, which can be bought either 

by the sheet or roll from Dick Blick’s at http://www.dickblick.com/products/grafix-

drafting-film/. This cat was drawn on the Grafix Duralar. In the UK, it is sold under the 

name of Polydraw. 

 

Drafting film is quite unlike any other drawing surface in the way that it accepts and 

responds to coloured pencils. It will only accept about 4-5 layers of pencil before 

becoming saturated and then non-receptive to further layers. This can also be an advantage 

though, as it allows you to achieve rich and rapid colour saturation in a relatively short 

period of time. Because of the nature of the film, it is best to do your initial layers with a 

gentle hand.  

 

 

 
 

A small sample of drafting film with a coin placed behind it. 
 

https://www.draftex.com.au/product/drafting-film
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Materials List 

 

If you would like to use colours very similar to the ones used here, but don’t have that 

brand, I do offer a Colour Pencil Conversion Chart available from my website which will 

guide you as to which colours may be substituted when working between different brands. 
 

 

• Drafting film 

• Kneadable eraser 

• Typewriter eraser 

• Faber Castell Polychromos Pencils (FC) – Caput Mortuum Violet, Dark Red, 

Warm Grey II, Warm Grey III, Caput Mortuum, Raw Umber, Van-Dyck Brown, 

Cold Grey VI, Nougat, Burnt Ochre, Black, White, Burnt Umber,  

• Prismacolor Verithin Pencils (PV) – Black, Dark Brown 

• Derwent Drawing Pencils (DD) – Wheat, Mars Violet 

• Paper Towel 

• Soft Brush 

• Sharp Craft Knife 

• Zig Millenium .005 black permanent marker 

• Workable Fixative Spray 

 

. 

 

Transferring your Image 

 

 

The first step is to do your initial drawing, using whatever method of transfer you prefer. 

Because the drafting film is slightly translucent, it is a simple matter of placing it over the 

reference photo to get a rough outline and placement of the important features. The sign 

was then drawn in around the Meerkat. Sometimes it will be necessary to make some 

alterations to your animals to fit around the props, but often you may find that the subject 

is in a certain position which allows for easy addition of extra objects. 

 

At this point I haven’t added the tail in since in the reference photo, it disappears out of the 

image, but you will see by the final step that I have added a tail that curves around to the 

front, creating a better composition.  

 

A Dark Brown Verithin pencil was used to do the basic outlines, as graphite pencil can 

smudge quite easily on the drafting film, causing the surrounding colours to look grubby. 

When working on drafting film, I always have a piece of paper towel under my hand, 

preventing the natural oils present in skin from coming in contact with the drafting film. 

This surface is a wonderful support to work on, but it will start to resist pencil, if 

fingerprints or grease come in contact with the surface. 

http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
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Line Drawing 
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The Eyes 
 

 
 

I always start with the eyes, whether working on animals or people. The (FC) Black was 

used for the dark rim around the eye and the darker areas of the pupil; the brown to the left 

of the pupil was done with (FC) Burnt Umber and (FC) Caput Mortuum Violet, leaving 

the highlights free. On the drafting film, it is fairly easy to move, or adjust highlights by 

using a sharp craft knife to scratch out the highlights. If you study the later steps in this 

tutorial, you will notice that I add a couple of tiny highlights to the pupil of the eye using 

this method.  

 

The inner aspect of the eye was done using a combination of (FC) Warm Grey III and 

(FC) Burnt Umber. When working on animals with quite dark pupils, such as the Meerkat, 

or squirrels, I will use a very fine permanent marker to add extra punch. It is important, if 

you are using permanent markers on drafting film, to do a test patch first, particularly if 

you are going to spray your work with fixative, as some permanent markers will bleed. I 

have found the Zig Millenium Permanent Markers excellent for this purpose, but they can 

also be hard to come by. I used the marker over the black pencil in this drawing, which 

gives a lovely rich black to that part of the pupil. 
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The brown hairs around the eye were then drawn in with an outward motion using a Burnt 

Umber, Caput Mortuum Violet and Burnt Sienna. Some black shading was applied to the 

darker areas, and some white was drawn over the brown in the top right-hand corner of the 

eye, where the colouring is much lighter. The white rim of the lower lid was left free of 

pencil work. If you forget to leave that area free of colour, or colour too close to the edge, 

it can always be scratched out again with the knife. 

 

The very fine hairs that can be seen coming out from around the Meerkat’s left eye were 

done with a sharp (PV) Dark Brown and (FC) Caput Mortuum Violet. 
 

Face, Nose and Muzzle 
 

 
 

The nose was drawn in by doing the outline and nostrils in black and then using a 

combination of browns to shade in around the nose. Some (FC) Cold Grey VI was added 

to the area to the right of the highlight on the nose; and the highlight has been very lightly 

shaded with Nougat. The three little white spots on top of the nose were scratched out with 

a knife once the colour was finished. Be sure to leave the area to the left of the nose, (as 

we look at it), free of colour or you can also scratch out some colour later with a knife. 
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Use a darker brown such as Burnt Umber to draw in the whisker marks and the line of the 

mouth. 

 

The fur has been drawn using a combination of all the brown pencils and also the Caput 

Mortuum Violet. To draw the hairs around the face, ensure your pencils are kept very 

sharp and draw fine little lines all the way up around the face, following the contours of 

the face and the flow of the hairs as per your reference photo. In the darker areas, such as 

the area on top and to the back of the head, I have drawn in the hairs more densely. To 

give your fur a more natural look, alternate the browns you use and variegate the colours a 

little. The darker, denser area at the back of the head also has some black hairs scattered 

through. 

 

The fine whiskers were drawn with the Dark Brown Verithin pencil, using a very light 

touch.  

 

 

The Sign 
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No reference photo was used for the sign – the text was from Word Kristen ITC, which 

gives a nice freestyle type of writing. The cat was a Clip Art cat and the rest from my 

imagination. Burnt Umber was used to draw and fill in the cat’s colouring, and for the text, 

and Dark Red was used on the cross. Burnt Umber was also used to do the outline and 

shadows on the sign, with a touch of black on some of the darker areas.  

 

To achieve a wood grain texture on the sign, I lightly coloured with (FC) Raw Umber, 

always following the grain of the wood, and then the nougat was used around the edges of 

the sign and along the wood panels to deepen the shading and colour. 

 

When working on drafting film, it is important to brush away pencil dust regularly with a 

soft brush (I use a big makeup brush), to prevent your drawing from becoming grubby. 

Even so, at the completion of any drawing, particularly if it is a subject with no 

background, I carefully go around the edges and clean up the artwork with a kneadable 

eraser. 

 

 

The Body 
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Continue working down the body of the Meerkat. Observe the areas that have longer hairs 

and those that have shorter hairs and also the flow of the coat. These details are so 

important to give your animal a more realistic appearance. The lighter hairs under the right 

ear were done using Warm Grey II and Warm Grey III. These colours can also be used 

over some of the darker hairs to blend the colours, giving a softer appearance where the 

hairs don’t appear so well defined.  

 

The outline of the ear was done with (FC) black and Burnt Sienna and Caput Mortuum 

were used on the inner ear. These colours were then darkened with Burnt Umber. Mars 

Violet from the Derwent Drawing range was then used to cover the rest of the ear and to 

blend the colours together. This particular pencil is invaluable for doing the inside of 

animal’s ears, particularly cats and dogs, as it is the perfect shade and blends the other 

pencil lines so nicely. Mine is now a tiny stub, (time for a new one), because I use it so 

often. 

 

The mouth is now finished, and extra definition has been given with a touch of black. 

The shadow under the neck was achieved using Warm Grey III, followed by a soft layer of 

Raw Umber and then the darker shadows were added using Cold Grey IV. 

 

 

The Lower Body and Legs 
 

Our Meerkat is starting to take shape. The stake of the sign was drawn using Burnt Umber 

for the outline and Raw Umber down the front, again being careful to follow the grain of 

the wood.  

 

The fur on the lower body had a lot more gold in it than the upper body, so quite a bit of 

Burnt Ochre was used in the lower sections. The fur on the paws is much shorter than the 

fur on the rest of the body, so it is important to draw short little lines to reflect this. If you 

study the reference photo for the Meerkat, you can see there are a lot of white hairs 

interspersed with the coloured fur on the body, and one of the advantages of drafting film, 

is that you can easily scratch these white hairs out. When working on a coat such as this I 

draw in much of the coat, and then stop and scratch a whole lot of hairs back out, and then 

reassess the process. This also helps to give a more natural looking coat.  

 

When drawing the ‘fingers’ on the Meerkat, be sure to add darker shading to one side and 

keep the other side lighter to give a more realistic look. If you study the reference photo, 

you can see that the Meerkat actually has a lot more markings on his fingers, but I wanted 

to simplify this to avoid drawing the viewer’s eyes to this area. 
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Our Meerkat now has a tail, the fur has been finished and the shadows have all been 

deepened for added contrast. I have added black to the shadows cast by the paws, and to 

the ends of the hairs that fall to the ground beneath the Meerkat, indicating shadows. At 

this point, I check for any areas where I feel more hairs need to be scratched out such as 

behind the ear, where the hair is in front of the sign.  

 

When self appraising, it can be hard to look at a drawing and decide if it is completely 

finished. I will often finish my work late at night, but find it is best to look at it with a 

fresh mind the following morning to see if the artwork needs any final adjustments. 

When I first thought I had finished this piece and scanned it into the computer, I realised 

that the contrasts in the lower half of the body were much too pale compared to the upper 

body, and so went back and deepened these shadows giving the overall picture a bit more 

balance. I could probably have even added more contrast and shadow but was content 

enough with how it looked. 

 

It is up to you, at this point, whether you prefer to apply a fixative spray or not. It is not 

vital if using coloured pencils on drafting film, particularly if you are using oil-based 

pencils such as the Faber Castell Polychromos (oil-based pencils are the most ideal pencils 

to use on drafting film), however for peace of mind I always do. This does tend to leave a 

slight glaze on the drafting film, but since I am often sending my artwork through the post, 

I always feel better if my artwork has been fixed. One thing to note is that it is difficult to 

work over the fixative on drafting film, even if you do use a workable fixative, as this can 

lift the glaze off, if you press too hard, so it is important to leave the fixing until you are 

sure your artwork is complete. 

 

I often get asked about whether I back my drafting film artwork onto a firmer surface, as 

the drafting film is quite a lightweight material. I used to back the film onto white 

polypropylene card using Jac paper (double sided adhesive paper). This process does give 

a lovely seamless and sturdy look to your finished piece but can also be fraught with 

problems if air bubbles and dust get between the adhesive paper and the drafting film. 

These days I use the Photo corners and slip the drafting film into each corner which is then 

attached to a smooth white surface such as white illustration board, the white 

polypropylene card or Bristol board. On completion of the work, you can then slip the film 

out to brush away any dust or dirt that may have slipped in behind your work while you 

were working and then pop the film back into place 

 

I hope this tutorial, more than anything, has inspired you to have fun with your art, 

because at the end of the day, this is the most important thing! If you have any questions 

about this tutorial, or have picked up any errors, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

If you would like to use colours very similar to the ones used here, but don’t have that 

brand, I do offer a colour pencil conversion chart available from my website which will 

guide you as to which colours may be substituted when working between different brands. 

 

Happy Drawing!!! 
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Please note, this tutorial is intended for personal use only and is not to be sold or reused in any manner 

other than those approved by the author. 

 

Final Drawing 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 

 
 

     

    

    

http://www.karenhullart.com/
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Watercolour-Pencil-Conversion-Comparison-Charts.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Splash-Tutorial-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Ruby-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Step-by-Step-Tutorial-Amber-Cat.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Realistic-Landscapes-in-Coloured-pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Creative-Colour-with-Realism.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/The-Apprentice-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/The-Assistant-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Black-and-White-Portrait.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Whimsical-Bee-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Easter-Bunny-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Peacock-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Dachshund-Tutorial.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Blue-Eyes-in-Pencil-on-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Basics-for-Artists-of-All-Levels.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/How-to-Get-Black-Backgrounds-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/White-Dog-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Darker-Skins-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-Pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Orangutan-in-Pencil-and-Pitt-pens.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Landscapes-n-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/3D-Flowers-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Rainbow-Lorikeet-in-Markers-and-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tiger-in-Ballpoint-Pen.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Pyrography-and-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Older-People-Portraits.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Pippa-on-Black-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencils-on-Canvas.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-in-Scratch-Art.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Working-in-Coloured-Pencils-on-Wood.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Collie-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Tabby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Colouring-your-Scratch-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Sepia-Portrait-in-Coloured-Pencils.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Child-in-Pencil-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Still-Life-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Selective-Colouring-in-Graphite-Portraits.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Portrait-with-Zest-it.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Meerkat-on-Printed-Stonehenge.php
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http://www.karenhullart.com/Cat-on-Mat-Board.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Animating-your-Animals.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Little-Flower-Girl-on-Drafting-Film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Pug-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-baby-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Eye-on-Drafting-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Carnivale-Mask-on-film.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Graphite-Dog-on-film.php

